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Abstract
The results of a simulation-based evaluation of several policies for vaccine rollout are
reported, particularly focusing on the effects of delaying the second dose of two-dose vaccines. In the presence of limited vaccine supply, the specific policy choice is a pressing
issue for several countries worldwide, and the adopted course of action will affect the extension or easing of non-pharmaceutical interventions in the next months. We employ a suitably
generalised, age-structure, stochastic SEIR (Susceptible ! Exposed ! Infectious !
Removed) epidemic model that can accommodate quantitative descriptions of the major
effects resulting from distinct vaccination strategies. The different rates of social contacts
among distinct age-groups (as well as some other model parameters) are informed by a
recent survey conducted in Greece, but the conclusions are much more widely applicable.
The results are summarised and evaluated in terms of the total number of deaths and infections as well as life years lost. The optimal strategy is found to be one based on fully vaccinating the elderly/at risk as quickly as possible, while extending the time-interval between
the two vaccine doses to 12 weeks for all individuals below 75 years old, in agreement with
epidemic theory which suggests targeting a combination of susceptibility and infectivity.
This policy, which is similar to the approaches adopted in the UK and in Canada, is found to
be effective in reducing deaths and life years lost in the period while vaccination is still being
carried out.

Introduction
Since December 2019, COVID-19 has presented a global threat to public health and to the
worldwide economy, and it will likely continue to disrupt livelihoods until a high percentage
of the population is vaccinated. High vaccination rates will be necessary to reach herd immunity in a short period of time. Standard theory [1] suggests that a proportion approximately
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equal to 1-1/R0 of the population will have to become immune (either through vaccination or
previous infection) in order to effectively suppress disease transmission, where R0 is the virus’
basic reproduction number. The actual vaccination coverage required is likely to vary due to
population heterogeneity, previous levels of spread of infection, and other local factors. In
addition, the exact value of R0 for SARS-CoV-2 under “normal” conditions remains quite
uncertain since there has been very little disease spread without some mitigation effort due to
non-pharmaceutical interventions, and also due to the appearance of new variants. Therefore,
constrained scenarios are likely to give a realistic estimate of the effect of distinct vaccination
policies and this approach is adopted in the present paper.
Assuming a vaccination coverage between 60%-80% of the population, 3.1–4.1 billion people worldwide will need to be vaccinated [2]. With several seemingly highly efficacious vaccines available (efficacy estimated at 94.1%, 95% and 62% for Moderna, Pfizer-BioNTech and
Oxford-AstraZeneca respectively) against COVID-19 disease [3–7] it appears that a return to
near-normality for society and for the economy may soon be possible. Unfortunately, limited
supply is currently an impediment to achieving high vaccination coverage rapidly [8].
In addition to social distancing [9] and mass testing [10], the fair allocation of scarce medical interventions such as vaccines presents ethical challenges as there are different allocation
principles–treating people equally, favouring the worst-off, maximising total benefits, and promoting and rewarding social usefulness–and no single principle can address all morally relevant considerations [11,12]. Modelling studies broadly agree that, when vaccine supply is
limited, prioritising the elderly is a necessary strategy to reduce COVID-19 mortality, whereas
the prioritisation of younger individuals would have an impact on reducing transmission
[13,14]. This agrees with epidemic theory [1] which suggests that the focus for disease control
should be based on a combination of targeting susceptibility and infectivity. Therefore, assuming very scarce resources, it makes sense to focus on the most vulnerable individuals in the
population. On the other extreme is the presence of nearly unlimited vaccine supply, whence
aiming for achieving herd immunity is straightforward. In this work we focus on the intermediate problem which many European countries are currently facing, and prioritisation of vaccines is of the essence.
Due to supply constraints, it was decided in the UK and Canada to delay the administration
of the second dose of all vaccines, based on the rationale that SARS-CoV-2 vaccination offers
considerable protection after the first dose and that more people could benefit [15,16].
Although this approach seems appealing, the impact of delaying the second dose is not
straightforward as it depends on several parameters such as the efficacy of the first dose in
time, the levels of transmission in the population, vaccination rollout, and the vaccine profile
(reduction in symptoms or in symptoms and infection) [17–19]. Country-specific information
on the age-distribution of the population and social mixing patterns are also necessary to
obtain realistic estimates.
The main contribution of this work is the evaluation of different vaccination strategies and
their potential benefits, primarily based on data from Greece, a typical country of the EU area
in terms of vaccine availability and administration, with a population of around 10.8 million
people [20]. The current strategy (strategy I) is to give the second vaccine dose three weeks
after the first for the Pfizer vaccine, which currently consists of the largest portion of the available vaccines in the EU. We consider an alternative policy (strategy II) where, after the vaccination of medical personnel and those over 75, a portion of the available vaccines is
distributed with a three-month time interval between the two doses. The prioritization of the
medical personnel and those over 75 years old is kept constant for every strategy. Our methodology examines scenarios where the two different vaccination schedules are combined in different proportions, allowing us to explore the optimal portion of the population that should be
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vaccinated using the extended three-month time interval between the two doses. This is something that has not been extensively explored in the literature, since earlier studies primarily
focus on finding the optimal timing of the second dose, considering that the entire population
will follow the same schedule [21–23]. Extending the time interval between doses to three
months aims for faster partial coverage of economically active individuals, therefore offering
indirect protection to a larger proportion of the population and ultimately for potentially
reducing the pandemic cost to public health and the society. This is implicitly informed by
aiming for a combined effect of reducing susceptibility and infectivity in the population. Different scenarios of vaccine availability and transmission rates are considered, as well as different scenarios for the acquired immunity after the first dose for strategy II. We assess our
results through simulation of an age-structured stochastic SEIR (Susceptible ! Exposed !
Infectious ! Removed) epidemic model, suitably modified to account for the number of vaccinated individuals with different protocols. We opted for a stochastic model because the most
effective way to describe the spread of a disease is stochastic, based on the specification of the
probability of disease transmission between two individuals. One may incorporate additional
sources of stochasticity in the length of latent and infectious periods, but it is well known that
such uncertainty is immaterial in terms of its effect on the outcome of an epidemic, particularly in a large population setting such as country-level studies; see for example [24]. Since the
writing of this paper, related modelling techniques using deterministic dynamics have been
proposed, that use optimization techniques to infer the model parameters and find the optimal
dosing schedule [21,22]. An extension of a discrete-time, deterministic susceptible-infectedrecovered model was used in [25] to plan the scheduling of first and second vaccine doses,
with the underlying objective of the optimization problem being the concurrent minimization
of both the healthcare impact of the epidemic and of the socio-economic impact due to the
implementation of non-pharmaceutical interventions. A similarly extended SEIR model was
also used to measure (through simulation) whether the effect of a standard vaccination schedule for different uptake scenarios is enough to stop the epidemic without the need of nonpharmaceutical interventions [23].

Materials and methods
The multitype S(V)EIR model and simulation description
The model used for the simulation of different vaccination strategies is an age-structured stochastic SEIR model that accounts for different vaccinated populations and vaccinated states,
termed S(V)EIR henceforth. A schematic representation of the model is given in Fig 1. In
order to evaluate the effects of different vaccination strategies, this model also accounts for the
age composition of the population, the social mixing rates of different age groups, the intention to get vaccinated, as well as the different risk of death of each age group. The code for simulating the model is publicly available at: https://github.com/pbarmpounakis/Evaluating-theeffects-of-vaccine-rollout-policies-in-European-countries-A-simulation-study.
A detailed description of the model follows, while a summary of the quantitative assumptions made is given in S1 Table.
States and vaccination effect assumptions. Two groups are considered for the vaccinated
people representing the two distinct vaccination categories. In vaccination group 1, individuals
receive the 2nd dose of the vaccine after 3 months while in vaccination group 2 it is given after
3 weeks. In both vaccination groups, individuals who received the 1st dose of the vaccine move
to states V11 and V21 respectively and remain fully susceptible. Two weeks after the 1st dose
individuals from both vaccination groups move to the second stage (V12, V22 respectively),
whence immunity jumps to 68% [5]. Individuals from vaccination group 2 remain at V22 for
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Fig 1. Schematic representation of the S(V)EIR epidemic model for the baseline scenario of immunity waning.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263977.g001

another 7 days when they take their 2nd dose and move to state 3 (V23) with their immunity
jumping at 95% after two weeks. Individuals from vaccination group 1 take their second dose
78 days after entering V12 and then move to state V15 with their immunity changing based on
different waning immunity scenarios described below. The stages V13, V14 and V15 account
for the drop of the immunity due to waning vaccine efficacy 26, 52 and 78 days after the first
dose, respectively. They move to V16 14 days later when their immunity jumps to 95%, pertaining to the reported efficacy of the mRNA-based vaccines which are mostly used in European countries [3–7].
Transmission model assumptions. New infections from each state s and age group i follow a Binomial distribution with size given by the number of people in state s and age group i,
Pn groups
ðlij �Ij =Nj Þ
j¼1
and infection probability ð1 immunitys Þ � ð1 e
Þ, where immunitys is the
level of immunity at stage s, Ij is the number of infectious individuals at age group j, Nj is the
total number of individuals at age group j, λij is the i, j entry in the transmission matrix λ, and
n_groups is the total number of different age groups [1]. Following infection, individuals of age
group i follow the Exposed (Ei) ! Infectious (Ii) ! Removed (Ri) path with a constant exposure time of 2 days, based on an average incubation time of approximately 5 days [26–28] and
assuming that infectiousness starts approximately 2 days prior to the occurrence of symptoms
[29–31]. The infectious period is also assumed constant and set at 6 days for non-vaccinated
individuals [32–34] and 2 or 3 days for vaccinated ones, depending upon the scenario of
immunity waning and vaccine efficacy in reducing the infectious period [35,36]. The choices
of these values are conservative assuming that in reality people experiencing influenza-like
symptoms will get tested and self-isolate, resulting in lower effective infectious period. The
total number of deaths is computed by multiplying the number in Ri with the infection fatality
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ratio (IFR) of each age group for the unvaccinated individuals as it was reported by [37] and
with [IFR x 5%] for those vaccinated [38].
Different scenarios for Rt and immunity. Transmission levels corresponding to a constant effective reproduction number Rt = 1.2 and Rt = 1.4 are considered along with various
levels of immunity at each stage of vaccination for group 1. These choices of Rt suggest moderate transmission levels without the presence of a ‘hard lockdown’ for extended periods of time,
closely resembling the policy that most European counties implement regarding social distancing measures during the vaccination period. Rt is calculated as the largest eigenvalue of the
next generation matrix, using an appropriate contact matrix. The next generation matrix G
has elements gij ¼ lij EðIÞ ¼ xcij EðIÞ, where E(I) is the average period an individual remains
infectious for, ξ is the chance of getting infected upon contact and cij is the i,j element of contact matrix C. Rt is set to a specific value by changing ξ. The contact matrices used for the calculations of the values of Rt were based on a social contacts survey assessing contacts in
Greece; we have used the data collected in the second half of September 2020. This contact
matrix informs the relative infectivity between age-groups but, importantly, the scale is set by
the value of Rt. We consider reduced infection probability for children by 48% [39].
We ran 1000 simulations for each scenario and computed the median as well as 90% equaltailed uncertainty intervals. As precise data are not available for the precise course of infectivity
and acquired immunity, three scenarios are considered.
Worst Case Scenario: It is assumed that, during the three months between the first and second dose (strategy II), the acquired immunity drops linearly to 34% (S1 Fig). The effective
infectious period of those vaccinated is reduced by 50% to 3 days.
Baseline Scenario: Here it is assumed that during the three months between the two doses
(strategy II) the acquired immunity drops linearly to 50% and the infectious period of those
vaccinated is set at 2 days (Fig 1).
Optimistic Scenario: In this case a constant immunity of 68% is assumed for the entire time
between the first and second dose, and the infectious period lasts 2 days (S2 Fig).
Fraction of vaccines given to general population. Different percentages are considered
for the proportion of the available vaccines distributed under strategy II. These are set to 0%
(strategy I), 20%, 50% and 100% (strategy II); the resulting number of deaths and life years lost
are computed in each of these cases. Moreover, in the model we assume that individuals due
for the second dose have priority over those waiting to have their first dose, keeping the time
interval between the two doses intact. The remaining doses available each day are given to
unvaccinated individuals.
Initial conditions. We assume that the number of susceptibles at the start of the simulations is Sinitial = [N-Rinitial-Iinitial], where Rinitial is the estimated number of people having gotten
infected and recovered or died ~ 620000 and N = 10816287, the total population of Greece.
The active infectious population Iinitial is assumed ~60000. These assumptions are informed by
using the total number of deaths in Greece for each age group and the corresponding infection
fatality ratio (IFR) in November of 2020, around 6 months after the first confirmed Covid-19
related death. These conditions are the same for all the scenarios for Rt and immunity.
Vaccine availability. Two levels of vaccine availability are considered; a baseline level and
a limited level with reduced number of vaccines, see S1 Table.
Intention to get vaccinated. The populations’ intention to get vaccinated is informed by a
telephone survey contacted by [40]; see S1 Table. We assume that after the vaccination coverage of an age group reaches the percentage of people answering “Probably/Definitely Yes” to
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whether they intend to get vaccinated, the vaccination rollout continues to the next (younger)
age group. The percentage of people answering “Probably/Definitely No” remains unvaccinated. The individuals answering “Don’t know/Don’t answer” are distributed among the two
other groups according to their respected adjusted percentages.

Ethics statement
This is a simulation study so no human participants were involved. For this reason, review,
and approval of this study from an ethical committee were not necessary. Since no human participants were recruited there are no available consent data or details.
Regarding the data survey based on the [40,41], since this survey was conducted by one of
the authors on the current manuscript, we also provide an ethics statement for this. The protocol of the survey was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Hellenic Scientific
Society for the Study of AIDS and Sexually transmitted Diseases. Participants provided oral
informed consent. The survey was conducted over the phone and participants were asked for
their consent at the beginning.

Results
Our main finding is that the optimal strategy in terms of the reduction in cumulative number
of deaths (Fig 2) and number of years lost, is the one that where all available vaccine doses are
given under strategy II, using a time interval of three months between the two doses (Table 1).
The results vary between different immunity waning scenarios and different values of Rt,
but they are robust in that the optimal strategy is always found to be the one that allocates
100% of the available doses under strategy II. The intermediate allocations of 20% or 50% of
the available doses for strategy II show similar mortality for the whole population with Strategy
I. But because fewer younger people get infected and die, there is a reduction in total life years
lost (S2–S4 Tables). The total number of years of life lost is computed by summing over the different age-groups the corresponding dμ product, where d denotes the number of deaths in
each age-group and μ is the difference between the total life expectancy in Greece (82 years)
and the average age of each age group.
Next, we examine the resulting figures for cumulative number of deaths, daily deaths, life
years lost, and daily infections, under the baseline immunity waning scenario, with Rt = 1.2,
and with standard vaccine availability (Figs 2–5); detailed summaries of simulation results are
presented in S2–S9 Tables given in Supporting information C; several additional results based
on both the optimistic and worst-case scenarios are summarised in a web supplement at:
https://github.com/pbarmpounakis/Evaluating-the-effects-of-vaccine-rollout-policies-inEuropean-countries-A-simulation-study.

Discussion
After the vaccination of medical personnel, high-risk individuals, and people aged over 75
years old with a time interval of 3–4 weeks between doses, the strategy of vaccinating the rest
of the population with an interval of three months between the two doses (strategy II) can
result in a significantly reduced number of deaths and years of life lost. When only 20% or
50% of the available vaccines are distributed using strategy II, the results are not significantly
different to strategy I in terms of deaths, although they do provide an improvement in the
number of life years saved. In conclusion, rolling out 100% of the available vaccines using the
delayed second dose strategy appears to be the most effective option.
In the absence of detailed social contact data between different groups, we accounted for
age groups as a surrogate for population composition, and we used the contact rate data
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Fig 2. Cumulative number of deaths. Cumulative number of deaths over time when different percentages of doses are
allocated under strategy II, with R0 = 1.2, immunity drop between the two vaccine doses is at the Baseline scenario, and
with standard vaccine availability.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263977.g002

between different age-groups from the recent survey [41]. Therefore, the results reported here
offer a conservative assessment since no attempt is made to prioritize individuals with many
contacts such as mass transit employees, those working in the hospitality industry, super-markets and so on. Consequently, in practice, the benefits are expected to be even greater if a more
targeted approach is adopted.
We used a multitype, age-structured, stochastic epidemic model with constant transmission
rate and constant exposed and infectious periods. Although this approach of course has some
limitations, they are not expected to materially affect the results. First, in our model, we
assumed that vaccine efficacy was mediated by a reduction in infections and not just in clinical
disease. Recent modelling studies suggest that, if vaccines reduce symptomatic infection only,
then the optimal protection for minimising deaths is obtained by prioritising older individuals
[17]. This assumption is realistic especially in view of recent data suggesting that COVID-19
vaccines are indeed effective in the prevention of infection at least before the occurrence of the
Delta strain [42,43]. Second, we assessed two scenarios for viral transmission rates (Rt = 1.2
and Rt = 1.4). For higher transmission levels, a recent study similarly found that vaccinating
high-risk groups first constituted the optimal use of available vaccines [17]. On the other hand,
moderate transmission levels are a more realistic scenario as most counties continue to implement moderate social distancing measures during vaccination. Alternative scenarios may be
considered for the transmission rate, but the overall outcomes are not expected to be substantially influenced as the current assumptions regarding Rt may be thought of as an “average”
version of a time-varying rate. In addition, it is known [1] that the final size of a stochastic epidemic is invariant to the presence of an exposed period and to different distributional assumptions on the infectious period duration. Hence, these assumptions will not alter the
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Fig 3. Number of new daily deaths. Number of new daily deaths, when different percentages of doses are allocated
under strategy II, Rt = 1.2, immunity drop is at the baseline scenario, and with standard vaccine availability. [A
zoomed-in version of this figure is available in the supplement, offering higher resolution locally].
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263977.g003

conclusions of this work. Other recent relevant results supporting our assumptions include
[44,45].
The main conclusions of the present study and all relevant assumptions made about vaccine
efficacy are in broad agreement with the results obtained using optimization techniques for a
model calibrated using data from Italy [25], despite the fact that the authors only allowed for
the vaccine to protect against transmission and not disease. Recent results from Israel suggest
that there is also protection against hospitalization and death [42] and therefore these results
may be conservative. Similar conclusions are reported when varying vaccine availability and
using alternative efficacy assumptions [22]. Assuming that efficacy remains constant after the
first dose, [46] used simulation and showed that the effectiveness of vaccination programmes
in reducing infections, hospitalizations and deaths is maximized with a delay of 12 to 15 weeks
for both the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines. Similar recommendations on delaying the second
dose for individuals below the age of 65 are made in [47].
Although we have chosen to primarily emphasize the results of the proposed approach in
terms of quantities of interest in public health, additional gains are to be expected in terms of
social and economic aspects of public life by offering faster vaccine coverage to the
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Fig 4. Total number of years of life lost. Total number of years of life lost when different percentages of doses are
allocated under strategy II, Rt = 1.2, immunity drop is at the baseline scenario, and with standard vaccine availability.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263977.g004

economically active population. An empirical application of the proposed approach is effectively followed in the United Kingdom and Canada, and the outcome seems to be a significantly faster reduction in SARS-CoV-2 circulation.

Fig 5. New daily infections. New daily infections when different percentages of doses are allocated under strategy II,
Rt = 1.2, immunity drop is at the baseline scenario, and with standard vaccine availability.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263977.g005
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Table 1. Comparison of strategy I (0% of population with 3 month interval) and strategy II (100% of population
with 3 month interval).
Strategy II vs. strategy I

Total (%) reduction under strategy II during January-December 2021

Gain in number of deaths

579 (9.04%)

Gain in years of life lost

14802 (10.65%)

Comparison of strategy I and strategy II (at 100% doses given) for 2021 with Rt = 1.2, under the baseline immunity
scenario and standard vaccine availability. “Gain” refers to the number of fewer deaths and life years lost under
strategy II (extended interval between doses).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263977.t001

Overall, our results clearly indicate that, in the presence of a limited vaccine supply, distributing all available doses with a 3-month intermediate time interval could offer important
advantages in terms of public health as well as to the wider society and the economy.

Supporting information
S1 Fig. Schematic representation of the S(V)EIR epidemic model for the worst-case scenario regarding immunity waning.
(TIF)
S2 Fig. Schematic representation of the S(V)EIR epidemic model for the optimistic scenario regarding immunity waning.
(TIF)
S1 Table. Model assumptions.
(DOCX)
S2 Table. Cumulative number of deaths, when 0% of vaccines allocated to ages 18–74, baseline scenario—vaccine availability—Rt = 1.2.
(DOCX)
S3 Table. Cumulative number of deaths, when 20% of vaccines allocated to ages 18–74,
baseline scenario—vaccine availability—Rt = 1.2.
(DOCX)
S4 Table. Cumulative number of deaths, when 50% of vaccines allocated to ages 18–74,
baseline scenario—vaccine availability—Rt = 1.2.
(DOCX)
S5 Table. Cumulative number of deaths, when 100% of vaccines allocated to ages 18–74,
baseline scenario—vaccine availability—Rt = 1.2.
(DOCX)
S6 Table. Cumulative number of infections, when 0% of vaccines allocated to ages 18–74,
baseline scenario—vaccine availability—Rt = 1.2.
(DOCX)
S7 Table. Cumulative number of infections, when 20% of vaccines allocated to ages 18–74,
baseline scenario—vaccine availability—Rt = 1.2.
(DOCX)
S8 Table. Cumulative number of infections, when 50% of vaccines allocated to ages 18–74,
baseline scenario—vaccine availability—Rt = 1.2.
(DOCX)
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S9 Table. Cumulative number of infections, when 100% of vaccines allocated to ages 18–
74, baseline scenario—vaccine availability—Rt = 1.2.
(DOCX)
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